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solutions, first and foremost, that have become increasingly popular. That makes it
all the more important to seek inspiration and explore both material and design.
In the new KALDEWEI Magazine Shower Surfaces and Shower Trays, we would like to
share a few sources of inspiration and newly-developed shower surface solutions
with you that we love and which give us motivation.
Our mission is to help you transform your bathroom into a highly individual wellbeing
sanctuary and retreat and enhance it with a floor-level shower. If we also bring in
sustainability and use high-tech materials when designing that bathroom the end
result can only be exceptional. Of timeless beauty, unique comfort and superior functionality, our objects are most certainly the best choice for a dream shower surface
that you will love – particularly in terms of hygiene.
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SURFACES

Texture and surface finish for maximum
safety underfoot

So raise your sights! And look forward to taking your bathroom to the next level!

Franz Kaldewei
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OUR STEEL ENAMEL’S BEST
QUALITIES AT A GLANCE
It always keeps it shape
Even with high temperature fluctuations,
KALDEWEI steel enamel stays in shape.
Surface protection – for a lifetime
Perfume, wash gels, cosmetics, nail
varnish, shampoos, standard domestic
cleaning agents, chemical and natural hair
dyes – KALDEWEI is immune to virtually
everything.
UV resistant – dazzling colour
Thanks to our unique, colour- and lightfast KALDEWEI steel enamel, your
shower surface will always retain the
colour that you chose originally.
100 % sustainable – the greenie
among bathroom objects
Glass and steel form the basis of
KALDEWEI steel enamel. Both are
natural raw materials and are 100 %
recyclable. That’s real sustainability.
Scratch and shock proof – really tough
No matter what hits your KALDEWEI – be
it shower gel bottle, shaver or hairbrush –
it will always remain flawlessly beautiful.
Heat resistant – inclusive of
fire protection
Cigarettes, matches or candles –
your KALDEWEI is resistant to fire
and scorch marks.
Easy to clean and hygienic –
non-porous and pure
The vitreous surface offers you optimal,
overall protection against viruses, dirt
and bacteria. It is absolutely hygienic and
also easy to clean. Virtually as clean as
you can get!

STEEL ENAMEL

BURNING WITH PASSION
Matt or polished. Coloured or white. Drawn as a bathtub or shaped
as a shower surface. KALDEWEI steel enamel lasts – for a lifetime.
Stays as beautiful as on day one.

FIRSTLY, THERE WERE STEEL AND GLASS
We don’t only pay lip service to sustainability. We live it and we produce it. Proof
of that lies in the natural raw materials of glass and steel which we use to make
our bathroom objects. Two authentic, natural materials with unique material
properties. Steel signifies strength, toughness, robustness and ductility. Glass
has a superbly luxurious look and is ultra resistant to chemical and thermal
stress. KALDEWEI steel enamel combines robust steel and resilient glass to
form an inseparable bond harnessing the strengths of each material in perfect
symbiosis.
MASTERLY PERFECTION
The basis of this symbiosis is KALDEWEI steel enamel’s unique formula. It is a
formula that we have developed ourselves – the only manufacturer worldwide to
do so – and which we still use to exclusively produce our own steel enamel. In
our own furnaces at our principal plant in Germany.

TODAY WE ARE ALREADY THINKING ABOUT TOMORROW
KALDEWEI steel enamel – the most sustainable, best and most resilient material
for your shower surface. And to ensure it stays that way, we are applying our
decades of expertise to continuously develop our formula and our manufacturing techniques: to produce groundbreaking innovations such as ultra anti-slip
finishes and a never-ending selection of new, compelling colours. Discover the
fascination of our KALDEWEI steel enamel for yourself! We know you’ll love it.
Today and tomorrow.
KEEPS ITS
SHAPE
* Subject to terms and conditions.
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PHILOSOPHY

TRADITIONALLY VISIONARY
A bathroom is a living space. For restoring our strength and recharging our batteries. For refreshment,
recovery and relaxation. And it is a decision. A statement which reflects who you are. Your lifestyle, your life philosophy. Today and tomorrow. Sustainable.
TRADITION
We are a family business with deep roots: the fourth generation of this family is
now developing and manufacturing superb bathroom objects of superb quality.
And we’ve had the same mission for over 100 years: to create perfect solutions
using excellent materials and iconic design that meet the highest standards and
will suit any room layout.
PASSION
Whether shower surface, bathtub or washbasin, steel enamel is our raw material, and passion is what drives us: for the greatest precision, for a timeless
aesthetic and for the technical challenges that we master as pioneers.
This passion is what has set our employees apart for generations. They have
made us into a byword for long-lasting bathroom objects. Only they are in a
position to meet our demanding standards of product, design and manufacturing
quality. Yesterday, today and in future.

SUSTAINABLE
If, like us, you have been transforming natural raw materials into long-lasting,
timelessly beautiful products for over 100 years, and think in terms of generations, sustainability is firmly and inextricably enshrined in your DNA. Simply
consider that our enamelled steel is the most future-proof material for bathroom
products given that it can be 100 % recycled and itself contains 20 % recycled
steel. Naturally, we take an equally consistent approach to conserving resources
for production and transport. For the protection of our environment and with an
eye to future generations.
AWARD-WINNING
In 2017 we received one of the most prestigious sustainability awards for ecologically outstanding products and buildings – the “Green Good Design Award”
– in recognition of our commitment to resource conservation. For us, this is a
further step on the road to the future. We are consistently sticking to that path,
now being the first in our industry to have each of our products certified to meet
the criteria of the German Sustainable Building Council (DGNB).
DESIGN
The proof that alongside quality and sustainability we also set great store by
immaculate beauty, is evident from our over 150 awards such as the Red Dot
Design Award, Plus X Award, Iconic Awards, Interior Innovation Award and
IF Product Design Award. Thanks to you, we are one of the most garlanded
manufacturers of bathroom objects in the world. Our designers devise products, looks and shapes that lend your bathroom its distinctive character and
timeless beauty.

FIVEFOLD EXCELLENCE
KALDEWEI steel enamel –
a superior material
Natural, long-lasting, smooth and heatconducting – we provide you with bathroom
objects of lasting value and immaculate
beauty.
KALDEWEI product promise –
guaranteed premium quality
We are one of the very few manufacturers
who offer you a 30-year guarantee* on
each of our products.
KALDEWEI Design –
timelessly beautiful
Our multi award-winning design extends to
the tiniest detail and is geared to your
needs, your style and your dream bathroom.
KALDEWEI bathroom systems –
flexible solutions
Our solutions are designed for bathrooms
of every size and can be adapted to
meet your individual needs, be it in terms
of colour, dimensions, shape or function.
KALDEWEI means lasting value –
sustainably compelling
Our bathroom objects are made to last
forever. So that you can enjoy unforgettably
beautiful and relaxing baths and showers
for generations to come.

* Subject to terms and conditions.
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10 EASY STEPS
FOR CREATING YOUR DREAM BATHROOM

		
		
		

HANDBOOK FOR A NEW BATHROOM

HOW YOU LIVE:
ARE YOU SINGLE, A COUPLE OR
A FAMILY WITH CHILDREN*?
WHAT IS THE FLOOR PLAN FOR YOUR
DREAM BATHROOM OR THE SHOWER
OASIS YOU ARE PLANNING?
CONSIDER ALL OF THE BATHROOM OBJECTS
YOU WANT IN YOUR DREAM BATHROOM,
TO ENSURE OPTIMAL USE OF SPACE
GET INSPIRATION FROM OUR
CREATIVE BATHROOM IDEAS.
HOW BIG SHOULD OR MAY
YOUR SHOWER SURFACE BE?
WOULD YOU LIKE A RAISED OR
FLOOR-LEVEL SHOWER SURFACE?
WHAT DOES YOUR FAVOURITE COLOUR
LOOK LIKE? WOULD YOU PREFER A
GLOSS OR MATT FINISH?
IS OPTIMUM SAFETY UNDERFOOT
IMPORTANT TO YOU? THEN TAKE A LOOK
AT OUR ANTI-SLIP FINISHES
GET ADVICE FROM OUR BATHROOM
PLANNERS ABOUT DESIGN AND
FIT-OUT OPTIONS
DISCUSS INSTALLATION AND
IMPLEMENTATION WITH YOUR INSTALLER 		
AND LOOK FORWARD TO YOUR
NEW BATHROOM

* Be sure to check whether you qualify for any state grants (e.g. for a barrier-free fit-out)
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CAYONOPLAN MULTISPACE: 120 cm x 120 cm

A SPACE-SAVING MIRACLE – CAYONOPLAN MULTISPACE
Award-winning and made to last forever: recognised with the Red Dot Design Award, this shower
surface is the accessible, robust and perfectly-fitting alternative to a tiled shower.

The KALDEWEI CAYONOPLAN MULTISPACE is made not
only for showering but can also be used as part of the
normal floor surface. Certified in Germany to the DIN
18040-2 accessibility standard. Installed at floor level, it
can be integrated into your bathroom seamlessly and with
no tripping hazards, proving itself a truly miraculous
space-saver even in the tiniest of rooms. On top of that, it
offers you complete security against water damage and
comes in lots of great colours.

Joints in which bacteria and dirt can accumulate are a
thing of the past. The KALDEWEI CAYONOPLAN MULTISPACE combines outstanding design and safety in the
bathroom, and will give you pleasure for many years to
come. The round waste outlet is positioned centrally – in
contrasting chrome or enamelled in the same colour as
the surface. A permanent ornament in any bathroom, big
or small.

CAYONOPLAN MULTISPACE
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SHOWER SURFACES
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NEXSYS
The most sublime shower surface
solution since floor-level showers
were invented: the narrow waste
channel with its high-end design cover fits smoothly into the overall look
of your shower surface.
The linear waste is positioned at the
side, outside the standing space.
The design cover in 5 different colours completes the upmarket look.
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XETIS
The shower surface with integrated
wall waste outlet offers you entirely
new aesthetic design scope in that
there is no waste outlet to disrupt
the exclusive, homogeneous design
of the seamless shower surface.
The waste outlet is permanently
attached to the shower surface and
disappears into the wall where it cannot be seen.
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1200
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For a refreshing start to your day in the morning. A cleansing way to wind down in the evening after
work, sport and leisure. By yourself. Or with someone else. Whenever and however you shower, we
definitely have the right shower surface for you. Choose from 7 lines, 5 surface variations, 34 colours
and an almost infinite choice of different sizes to create your very own dream shower. Enjoy yourself!
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IMMACULATELY BEAUTIFUL

CONOFLAT
The enamelled waste cover slots
seamlessly into the floor-level surface, producing an elegant concentric aesthetic with unlimited freedom
of movement and perfect comfort
underfoot.
The square waste outlet is positioned
in the centre and enamelled in the
same colour as the surface.
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SHOWER SURFACES
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SUPERPLAN PLUS
Minimalism in its most beautiful form
with colour-coordinated enamelled
waste cover for a coherent and harmonious overall design.
The round waste outlet can be placed
in the left or right corner – in contrasting chrome or enamelled in the same
colour as the surface
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SCONA*
The richly contrasting and sensual
shape with sharp radii and curved
details culminates harmoniously in a
centrally-positioned, round waste
cover – a truly eye-catching feature in
any bathroom.
The round waste outlet is positioned
in the centre – in contrasting chrome
or enamelled in the same colour as
the surface.
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* In Switzerland only available from selected retailers
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CAYONOPLAN
The new way of entering the world of
floor-level shower surfaces is called
CAYONOPLAN. Thanks to its waste
outlet at the side and the ultra-flat
tray support for the easiest possible
assembly, the CAYONOPLAN is the
ideal solution. Equally easy to install
on screed or tiles, floor-level installation is also possible.
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SUPERPLAN
The quintessential floor-level shower
surface: extremely flat, elegantly designed and available in a huge range
of sizes from 75 x 80 cm to 100 x
180 cm.
The round waste outlet can be placed
in the left or right corner – in contrasting chrome or enamelled in the same
colour as the surface.

800
750
700

800
750
700
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BUILT HEIGHTS

FLOOR-LEVEL
With no tripping hazards, a floor-level
shower surface merges perfect with
your tiles, industrial screed, or stone
or wooden floor. Accessible without
barriers or steps for maximum freedom of movement when showering,
even in the tiniest of bathrooms.

VIRTUALLY FLOOR-LEVEL
With a virtually floor-level installation,
slightly offset, a small contrasting
edge makes your shower surface
stand out and ensures optimal water
run-off even if installed onconcrete,
stone, ceramic, wood, vinyl or marble.
Ideal for remodelling and refurbishments.

SHOWER SURFACE PEDESTAL
Elevated, tastefully raised, your shower
surface is set apart from the bathroom floor instantly attracting attention – both as a design object and an
eye-catching feature in your period
bathroom. The ideal solution for upgrading your bathroom with one of
our premium designer shower surfaces.
The most beautiful way of showering.

PURE SOPHISTICATION
At one with your tiles or bathroom floor. Slightly raised for the slope. Whether you prefer floor-level, virtually floor-level or a shower surface with pedestal – we can offer you the best solution for
all built heights. Inclusive of first-class assembly components in the shape of seals, sound insulation and installation products. We have developed each and every one of these high-end components specially for our premium KALDEWEI shower surfaces to meet your requirements in
terms of form and function
WATERPROOF – THROUGH AND THROUGH
With our KALDEWEI sealing solutions you can effectively
seal your silicon joints against moisture penetration. On
walls, at the edges of the surface and on the floor – in
short, in every direction. The most reliable protection
against water damage.

PERFECTLY FITTED – INSTALLATION MADE EASY
Our clever and first-class KALDEWEI installation products
perfectly complement our KALDEWEI installation frames
such as our stable central-support systems to go with our
XETIS, SUPERPLAN, SUPERPLAN PLUS, and SUPERPLAN
XXL shower surfaces – optimised for the CONOFLAT line.

SILENCE PLUS – EXCEPTIONALLY QUIET
So that you can shower virtually noise free at any time of
the day or night, we have developed our highly efficient
noise insulation systems to meet the DIN 4109 and VDI
4100 standards. And your neighbours will be happy too.
Ask your bathroom specialist about our DWS shower surface noise insulation kit and our DW-ADS anti-drone kit.

FULL FLOW
Flat is in. Both for shower surfaces and for waste outlets.
For new-builds and refurbishments. So that we can completely meet your wishes, we supply you with the waste
fitting to match your shower surface and the room layout.
With a matchingcover or smart design cover. Rest assured,
the water run-off will be excellent.
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COORDINATED COLOURS COLLECTION MATT

STANDARD COLOURS GLOSSY

alpine white matt

seashell cream matt

prairie beige matt

pearl grey matt

alpine white

bahama beige

manhattan

pergamon

black

HARMONIOUSLY CAPPED – WASTE COVER ENAMELLED IN THE SURFACE COLOUR

To go with CONOFLAT, SCONA AND SUPERPLAN PLUS in all 12 matt shades of the COORDINATED COLOURS COLLECTION

oyster grey matt

pasadena grey matt

catania grey matt

city-anthracite matt

DESIGN COVERS EXCLUSIVELY FOR THE NEXSYS MODEL

alpine white powder-coated

maple brown matt

woodberry brown matt

ancona brown matt

brushed gold

lava black matt

NATURALLY INSPIRING
Light as sand. Grey as slate. Warm as earth. Our colours are inspired by nature. Free to mix and elegantly match, they highlight the distinctive character of our exclusive shower surfaces. The carefully
considered concept of a broad colour palette gives you endless scope for colour combinations and
sets new standards in terms of colour harmony and exclusivity. Whether you go for tone in tone or
choose a lively contrast to your tiles, parquet or industrial screed, just give your imagination free and
select from 12 matt shades and 5 standard colours with a subtle shimmer!

DESIGN YOUR DREAM BATHROOM
WITH OUR PRODUCT CONFIGURATOR

brushed red gold

brushed stainless steel

polished stainless steel

COLOURS
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SECURE PLUS

Easy-clean ﬁnish

Anti-Slip

Full-Anti-Slip

STANDING FIRM
Surface ﬁnish – invisibly shaped into circles and rectangles. Centred or integrated across the
entire surface. Fused with our unique KALDEWEI steel enamel. Our ANTI-SLIP, FULL-ANTI-SLIP
and KALDEWEI SECURE PLUS ﬁnishes ensure that you can stand ﬁrm – from the moment you set
foot in your shower oasis. Dry, damp or wet. For a non-slip shower experience.
KALDEWEI SECURE PLUS
The KALDEWEI Secure Plus enamelling we have developed
is applied across the entire shower surface, ensuring that
you don’t slip when you shower. We offer you this enamelling in all 12 matt shades of the COORDINATED COLOURS
Collection for all CAYONOPLAN, CONOFLAT, SUPERPLAN,
SUPERPLAN PLUS, SUPERPLAN XXL, SCONA and XETIS
shower surfaces.
KALDEWEI EASY-CLEAN FINISH
Thanks to our easy-clean finish, water simply rolls off the
shower surface taking virtually all dirt and limescale particles with it. If any water marks or limescale remain despite
the easy-clean finish, you can simply wipe them off with a
soft damp cloth – no need for chemicals or harsh detergents. Which means this surface finish is also a good thing
for the environment. The easy-clean finish is permanently
annealed into the enamel surface of your KALDEWEI shower
surface. It is incredibly robust, extremely long-lasting and
available for all shower surfaces.

KALDEWEI ANTI-SLIP
This textured finish is applied to selected points at the centre of the surface, guaranteeing extra safety underfoot in
the shower. As with every surface, we coordinate the structured texture with the design of the waste cover – round or
square. Because for us, beauty and safety are one.
KALDEWEI FULL ANTI-SLIP
The full-surface version of our anti-slip finish ensures
a safe footing wherever you are standing in the shower.
To ensure the perfectly coordinated aesthetic of surface
look and waste shape, here too we match the surface
finish to the design of the waste cover. The result: a
round or square-shaped all-over anti-slip finish applied
across the entire shower surface.

SURFACES

KALDEWEI accepts no liability for printing errors or mistakes.
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